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Review
Infants’ exposure to human speech within the first year
promotes more than speech processing and language
acquisition: new developmental evidence suggests that
listening to speech shapes infants’ fundamental cogni-
tive and social capacities. Speech streamlines infants’
learning, promotes the formation of object categories,
signals communicative partners, highlights information
in social interactions, and offers insight into the minds of
others. These results, which challenge the claim that for
infants, speech offers no special cognitive advantages,
suggest a new synthesis. Far earlier than researchers
had imagined, an intimate and powerful connection
between human speech and cognition guides infant
development, advancing infants’ acquisition of funda-
mental psychological processes.

Speech is not just for language (even for infants)
Infants’ rapid progress in speech perception stands as a
clarion case of our species’ natural proclivity to learn
language. Until recently, infant speech perception was
considered primarily a foundation upon which to build
language. Research focused on the rapidity with which
infants tune to the sounds of their native language [1,2]
and use these as building blocks for the acquisition of
phonology, syntax, and meaning. But infants’ natural af-
finity for processing the speech signal has implications far
beyond the acquisition of language. New evidence shows
that from the first months of life, listening to speech is a
powerful engine: it promotes the acquisition of fundamen-
tal psychological processes, including pattern learning, the
formation of object categories, the identification of commu-
nicative partners, knowledge acquisition within social
interactions, and the development of social cognition.

Human speech is a privileged signal from birth
From birth, speech is a privileged signal for humans.
Newborns prefer the vocalizations of humans and non-
human primates (Rhesus macaques: Macaca mulatta) to
other sounds [3,4]. By 3 months, they tune in specifically to
human speech even favoring human speech over other
human vocalizations, including emotional (e.g., laughing)
and physiological (e.g., sneezing) vocalizations [3,5]
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(Box 1). Interestingly, 3-month-olds’ preference for speech
is broad enough to include native as well as non-native
speech sounds. This suggests that infants privilege the
speech signal itself – and not simply the familiar sounds of
their own native language.

These behavioral preferences converge with neural
evidence. In infants’ first month, human speech and rhe-
sus calls activate similar neural areas, but by 3 months
speech and rhesus calls elicit distinctly different neural
responses [6,7]. The developmental change in patterns of
activation likely reflects neural specialization. Specifical-
ly, 1-month-olds’ response to human speech is already
localized to the left hemisphere; over the next few months,
the left hemisphere maintains its activation to speech, but
becomes less responsive to non-speech sounds [6]. This
developmental pattern suggests that from birth, listening
to speech sounds preferentially activates specific areas of
the temporal cortex, and that a pruning process underlies
further neural specialization for speech in the left hemi-
sphere [8].

Infants’ rapid behavioral and neural tuning to the signal
of human speech, remarkable in its own right, has powerful
developmental consequences that extend beyond their lis-
tening preferences alone. Infants’ preference for listening
to human speech shapes how they learn.

Listening to speech facilitates learning and pattern
extraction
Speech is a privileged unit for even the most basic forms of
learning. From birth, when infants listen to speech, they
successfully recognize individual units and their relative
positions in the speech sequence [9]. And at 1 month,
infants who are conditioned to speech show a stronger
response and a steeper learning curve than infants condi-
tioned to either tones or backward speech [10].

By 7 months, speech promotes more sophisticated forms
of learning, including the detection of rules and patterns.
After hearing only 2 min of patterned speech syllable
sequences (ABB: la-ga-ga, da-li-li), 7-month-olds extract
and generalize rules such as identity and sequential posi-
tioning and distinguish ABB (la-ga-ga) from ABA (la-ga-la)
[11]. But after 2 min of exposure to patterned non-speech
sounds (musical tones, animal sounds, timbres), infants do
not extract the equivalent ABB or ABA rules. Within the
auditory domain, infants can generalize rules to non-
speech sounds only if they first hear those rules instanti-
ated in speech [12]. This asymmetry, favoring infants’
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Box 1. Tuning mechanisms as pervasive developmental

processes

The tuning of infants’ speech bias between birth and 3 months,

from preferring primate vocalizations to being speech-specific [3],

mirrors similar tuning processes at work in face perception,

crossmodal speech perception, and phoneme perception [1,2,43–

45]. Infants are initially able to recognize faces of individuals from

different species but by 9 months and into adulthood show better

recognition of human faces compared with the faces of other

species [43]. Similarly, infants’ ability to discriminate between

many different phonemes may initially rely on language-general

discrimination abilities, which become language-specific by 6–12

months [1,2]. Tuning mechanisms sharpen initially broader biases

into more specific ones across many perceptual domains in infants’

first year of life.

Box 2. Are the facilitative effects of speech specific to

spoken language?

Might language produced in other modalities, including vision, also

confer cognitive advantages in infancy? From birth, infants are

prepared to acquired language in either the auditory or visual

modality [46]. Both signed language and gesture confer cognitive

and social advantages [47,48]. Although there is less work

documenting the effects of signed than spoken language in infancy,

infants privilege sign language over gestures. At 6 months, naı̈ve

hearing infants prefer to look at a person producing sign language,

as compared with a person producing gesture [49], and by 7 months

infants begin to extract some rules from sequences of sign language

[50]. Still, hearing infants’ ability to extract rules is less robust when

they are presented with sign language than spoken language, which

may reflect their experience. Although 9-month-olds already under-

stand gestures such as pointing as being communicative [51] and a

possible precursor to language [52], the communicative function of

signed languages might be understood even earlier.

Do hearing infants initially link visually produced language to

object categories like they do for vocalizations? Although even

hearing infants prefer sign to gesture, this preference does not tell

us which, if either, they will link to core cognitive capacities. Do they

link sign language (but not gesture) to fundamental cognitive and

social capacities?
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ability to extract patterns in speech over non-speech
sounds, suggests that infants learn better with speech.

Listening to speech promotes categorization
Infants’ early preference for speech is powerful. But
preferences cannot tell us whether (or when) infants
begin to link speech to the objects and events around
them. A series of experiments designed to tackle this
question focused on object categorization – a building
block of cognition [13,14]. In these experiments, infants
ranging in age from 3 to 12 months viewed several
images from one object category (e.g., dinosaurs), each
accompanied by either a segment of speech or a sequence
of sine-wave tones. Next, infants viewed two test images,
one from the now-familiar category (a new dinosaur) and
one from a novel category (e.g., a fish). If infants formed
the object category (here, dinosaurs), they should distin-
guish between the test images [15]. By 3 months infants
listening to speech successfully formed categories; those
listening to tones failed to form object categories at any
age [14].

Thus, infants are tuned not only to speech but also to a
principled and surprisingly early link between speech and
the fundamental cognitive process of categorization.
Moreover, this link, evident at 3 months, derives from a
broader template that initially encompasses human
speech as well as the calls of non-human primates (Mada-
gascar blue-eyed lemurs: Eulemur macaco flavifrons).
Three- and 4-month-old infants’ categorization in the
context of hearing lemur calls mirrors precisely their
categorization in response to human speech; by 6 months,
the link to categorization has become tuned specifically to
human vocalizations [13]. This documents a surprisingly
early link between human language and core cognitive
processes, including object categorization that cannot be
attributed to familiarity. Although 3- and 4-month-olds
have considerable exposure to speech and none to lemur
vocalizations, both signals confer the same cognitive ad-
vantage for categorization.

Speech helps identify potential communicative partners
To convey meaning, human communicative partners must
integrate, encode, and decode linguistic symbols instanti-
ated in speech, paralinguistic cues (such as vocal pitch or
intonation), and gestures (Box 2). The speech signal itself
can help identify a potential communicative partner. From
their first months infants treat people and objects as
different kinds of entities: they respond differently to
people (with more smiling and emotional sounds) and
objects (with more grasping) [16–19], and at 6 months they
also expect others to also treat people and objects differ-
ently [20]. By 5 months, infants use human speech to
identify potential conversational partners. When pre-
sented with human and monkey faces, 5-month-olds match
speech (native or non-native) to human faces and monkey
calls to monkey faces, but they do not match other human
emotional vocalizations (e.g., laughter) specifically to
humans [21].

Infants may thus already expect that humans, but not
other animals, are the source of speech (Box 3). This
expectation for human speech (but not emotional vocaliza-
tions) suggests that infants are guided by more than their
familiarity with the sounds alone. By 6 months, infants are
especially attentive to communicative cues including eye
gaze and speech produced by their pedagogical partners
and use these cues to guide learning [22,23]. Infants ap-
pear to use speech to identify the natural class of individ-
uals with whom they can communicate and from whom
they can learn.

Speech indexes the transfer of information
When listening to a conversation in a foreign language,
even if we cannot understand the meaning of a single
word, we nonetheless infer that information is being
conveyed. Thus, for adults, understanding the communi-
cative function of speech does not require understanding
the contents of the speech. Infants show a similar under-
standing. By 6 months, although infants understand only
very few words [24], they are already sensitive to the
communicative function of speech and appreciate that
speech is a powerful conduit through which people share
information. When an actor can no longer reach a target
object, infants at 6 and 12 months infer that she can still
obtain that target object from a second actor by using
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Box 3. Can infants use non-linguistic stimuli like they use

speech?

A hallmark of speech perception in adults is our ability to perceive

distorted or atypical speech as speech. Similar to adults, infants can

also perceive atypical signals as speech, but only under some

circumstances. Nine-month-olds who heard speech-like vocaliza-

tions produced by a parrot (which maintain some but not all of the

acoustic features of speech) successfully treated the parrot vocaliza-

tions similarly to human speech, but only if they viewed a (static)

human face while listening. If they viewed a (static) checkerboard

pattern, 9-month-olds treated the parrot vocalizations like non-

speech [53]. One question currently under investigation is whether

infants would link a parrot’s speech-like vocalizations to object

categorization or to any other cognitive and social capacities.

Another hallmark of being human is our capacity to infuse

communicative status into a host of non-linguistic signals (e.g.,

Morse code). Infants, too, have this flexibility [54]. Similar to

adults, under certain circumstances, infants will interpret an

otherwise inert signal as communicative. Six-month-old infants

participated in a categorization task involving sine-wave tone

sequences, a signal that fails to promote infant object categoriza-

tion [14,55,56]. But first, before the categorization task, infants

watched a 2-min videotaped conversation in which one person

spoke and the other responded with ‘beeps’ in sine-wave tones.

Embedding the tones within a rich communicative episode

convinced infants that the tones had communicative status; tones

now supported infants’ object categorization. Although infants

privilege speech, they can flexibly extend some of its most

important communicative and cognitive functions to other initially

non-privileged signals.

Box 4. Outstanding questions

� What is the range of fundamental cognitive and social processes

that are facilitated by speech? Are there processes that are not

facilitated by speech?

� What is the range of signals that promote infant cognitive and

social development?

� Does sign language, like spoken language, facilitate infant

cognitive and social development?

� Can atypical speech signals facilitate infant cognitive develop-

ment?

� What are the mechanisms underlying the cognitive and social

advantages conferred by speech?

� How might evidence from typically developing infants help

design interventions for infants and young children experien-

cing delays and disorders in language, cognitive, and social

development?
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speech but not coughing and other non-speech vocaliza-
tions [25,26]. Inferring that speech allows people to trans-
fer information may allow infants to more easily deduce
the focus of a person’s attention, and to make inferences
about what information people intend to share. This early
understanding of the communicative function of speech
may provide a mechanism for acquiring language and
knowledge about the world. Speech is a conduit for mov-
ing information between people and a cue that informa-
tion is being shared.

Speech gives insight into others’ minds
Understanding the goals and intentions of others is one of
the most complex problems infants face. How do infants
come to gain insight into the minds of others? The founda-
tions of social cognition begin to take shape in the first year
of life [27]. By the end of their first year, infants appreciate
that people (and other agents) have intentions [28] and
they distinguish between agents who can behave inten-
tionally and non-agents, who cannot [29–34].

By 12 months, infants use speech to learn about aspects
of the world that are beyond their direct perception, in-
cluding the minds of others [35]. Twelve-month-olds
watched as an actor attempted (but failed) to stack a ring
on a funnel. If the actor then spoke to a new actor (who had
not observed the failed attempts), infants expected the
second actor to stack the ring. But if the actor produced
non-speech sounds (e.g., coughs), infants had no such
expectation. Infants appreciate that speech (but not non-
speech) permits us to share our internal mental states,
desires, and beliefs. Speech is a powerful vehicle for com-
municating our intentions and understanding the inten-
tions of others.
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At this age, infants also begin to forge more precise
expectations about the functions of human language.
They discover that different kinds of words refer to
objects, events, and categories [36]. This more precise
set of expectations permits infants to make more precise
inferences about speakers’ intentions. The advantage
that speech has on categorization in 3- to 6-month-olds
becomes far more precise: by 12 months, infants expect
words that are presented in naming phrases (‘Look at the
blick’) to refer to objects and object categories, but have
no such expectation for words presented alone (‘Wow’) or
for speech that does not involve naming (‘Oooh’, ‘Shhh’,
‘Oh, look!’) [37,38,57]. Moreover, they expect novel nouns
to refer to objects and object categories but not to surface
properties (e.g., color or pattern) [39]. And by 14 months,
infants expect that novel words also refer to actions and
events. Although infants at this age tend not to imitate
an adult experimenter’s unconventional action (e.g.,
using her forehead – rather than her hand – to turn
on a light) [40], if the unconventional action is named
(‘I’m going to blick the light!’), infants imitate it sponta-
neously [41]. As infants’ expectations about the different
functions of language become more precise, so too do
the ways in which listening to speech comes to shape
cognition.

Individual differences in infants’ preferences for
speech may even be linked to differences in their acqui-
sition of fundamental social cognitive capacities. Infants
who exhibit reduced preferences for human speech at
12 months display more autistic-like behaviors at
18 months [42]. Inasmuch as autistic traits include social
communicative deficits beyond simple language difficul-
ties [Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Dis-
orders, 5th edition (DSM-5); http://www.dsm5.org], this
suggests a potent link between simple speech biases and
complex social communicative behaviors.

Concluding remarks
Before infants begin talking, they are listening to speech.
We have proposed that even before infants can understand
the meaning of the speech that surrounds them, listening
to speech transforms infants’ acquisition of core cognitive
capacities. This transformation is unlikely to be explained
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by appealing to low-level perceptual effects or stimulus
familiarity. Instead, what begins as a natural preference
for listening to speech actually provides infants with a
powerful natural mechanism for learning rapidly about the
objects, events, and people that populate their world.
Outstanding questions for further research are presented
in Box 4.
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